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Ah, air hockey. The staple of childhood spent on arcade popping penny after penny in slots while hyped up on soda and, for many, still loved well into adulthood, where many nights of friendly competition soon turned into something much more serious. You're never too old or too young to enjoy the back-and-forth battles
that require quick thinking, a quick hand and more strategy than you might expect. An air hockey table is the perfect addition to any rec room or games room and is ideal for parties, practices or just a bit of fun every now and then, so here's a comprehensive look at the best air hockey tables available. The Best Air
Hockey Table See more reviewsSe more reviewsIf you really want to show that air hockey is a game that you take quite seriously, then awesomely named Atomic Avenger 8 is one of the tables to finish all tables. With a design to match its name and combine excellent construction along with high-end technology, this is
the table that will be the envy of all other air hockey tables. If you're thinking of getting competitive with your air hockey, look no further than the Atomic Avenger 8.This air hockey table comes with the perfect playing field with adjustable 5.5 leg levels, along with touch screen control and a 120V fan, giving you the most
exciting gaming experience imaginable. For convenience, it's sold along with ergonomic paddles for longer comfort when you still have to play just one more game and two red pucks to really see the role. For those who have always dreamed of becoming an air hockey champion, Atomic Avenger is your go-to table for
certified success. Be sure to also check our list of the top nerf guns for more fun items like this. ProsElectronic scoringSajustable legs for perfect field playTouch screen controlConsHeavy, so could be troublesome to move aroundLoud engineProne for scratches See more ReviewsSe more reviewsIf you don't have room
to have a full size table, so a tabletop alternative like this product of Playcraft can provide just as much enjoyment while being cheaper and easier to store away in down time Like when you've just lost ten games in a row and never want to watch an air hockey table again. Like Harvil, it won't take up too much space, but
will still provide all the necessary enjoyment that air hockey promises. This 40-inch tabletop mini air hockey set comes with a sturdy MDF hardwood frame that will fit on any tabletop and uses an UL-approved 100 cfm (cubic foot per minute) air-powered motor that, while not the strongest, still provides hours of fun for
casuals. Playcraft Sport Table is perfect for those who just want a bit of a laugh, want to get their younger family members into the game or simply throw the odd tournament with a small group of friends. ProsSmall enough for easy storageIdeal for includedConsToo small for really competitive playSize makes it difficult to
upgradeNot very smooth puck movement See more reviewsSe more reviewsFor when you kind of, kind of enjoy air hockey but don't want to splash out on getting the biggest, sedeste and most complete table, a tabletop air hockey set is just the solution. Fortunately, Sport Squad has designed just that, with this 40 inch
air hockey table that fits on all surfaces and can be stored away with ease when not in use, and easily whipped out whenever you want. Coming complete with an electrically powered top to provide as much of an authentic experience as possible, along with 2 paddles and 2 pucks, the Sport Squad 40 inch tabletop is
ideal for those who are just getting into the air hockey lifestyle and want to fine-tune their skills before really focusing on the world's pucking dominance. It may not be as futuristic as other products as there is no automatic scoreboard, but when it's just a bit of fun, it doesn't matter who wins anyway. ProsLightweightQuick
box-to-table assemblyIdeal for beginners and casual playersConsMotor overheats on carpetsNo on/off switch, AC drive onlyNot suitable for aggressive, hyper-competitive games See more reviewsSee more reviewsSee more reviewsEe more reviewsEe your favorite hockey player and bother your friends with Hathaway
Face-Off 5 Foot Air Hockey Table. Coming complete with cool design to replicate your own personal Stanley Cup triumphs, as well as an electronic scoreboard and strong, premium airflow expelled through 1500 holes, you can shoot the puck around the table while trying to keep your cool when things get stressful for as
long as you want. The construction itself is a breeze and you only have 5 steps to follow, which means you can be up and running in no time by connecting it to the light fires and accepting the first challenge. The game table is built to hold engineered wooden construction and is equipped with leg-jingers to ensure an
even playing surface, so you can only blame yourself if you lose. Our selection of the best pool cues offer several good things like this, so be sure to check it out. ProsAll accessories included Cans for even the toughest blow shotsSlim and compactConsSome weaker air rangesPuck bin suitable for smaller handsPrimarily
designed for younger players See more ReviewsSe more reviewsIf you want to turn your game room into a time capsule of 90s nostalgia, so Triumph's Fire 'n' Ice air hockey table is the way to go. This table is much more fun to play in the dark, where you get the most out of its lights up features that include LED pucks
and corners like red battles against blue. Equipped with electronic scoring and robust transverse beds for extra stability, the table has enough to keep both children, teens and adults busy. It also uses a that have proven durable and can be easily disconnected to save money on batteries. While While airflow is not great, it
can still provide hours of enjoyment for all ages. This table seems a bit gimmicky, with more focus on style rather than fabric, but it shouldn't penetrate or take away from the fun to be had. Even if you're a manly man, you'll love this table. ProsCool looking for designStable and durable construction and electronicsFast
assembly timeConsWeak air flowFor much style over fabricCheaps, more consistent options See more reviewsSe more reviewsFuturistic? Check. Interactive? Check. Addictive? Check, check and check. Lumen-X by Triumph is 6 meters of endless, stylish fun that can carry you all night and into the harsh morning light.
This interactive table has led lights shining along with music in the game that draws you straight back to your arcade-obsessed childhood and find yourself slurping on soda and stuffing yourself with pizza without having to worry about your curfew. Equipped with dual engine blowers that deliver continuous airflow for
accelerated gameplay, you and your friends will likely miss a few appointments fixed in front of this exciting table. This air hockey table also comes with an electronic scoreboard to stop these debates about whether it was in, as well as a light-up puck and two ultra-bright forwards, all of which guarantee one of the best air
hockey experiences possible today. Don't forget to also check out our guide to the best foosball tables. ProsIn-game music provides perfect atmosphere90 days warrantyAutomatic scoreboardConsAirflow weak around the canterpuck battery non-rechargeableRequired collection can be cumbersome See more reviewsIf
you are serious about air hockey, you should not settle for anything less than a full size table. The MD Sports Air Powered Hockey Table is a high-end option that could be the core of your game room. It's the same size as the tables you see in arcades, which means you get the ultimate air hockey experience. It comes
with everything you need to start playing - four pucks, four pushers and an overhead scoring board. The points system reaches over the top of the table and keeps track of your game so you don't have to. Complete with a timer and authentic arcade sounds, it will transport you back to your youth. Powered by a 110V fan
engine, there is a constant and powerful flow of air to keep the puck moving. Some customers have complained about 'dead spots' on the table where the puck doesn't move smoothly, but we haven't found that it's a problem. For us this seems to be one of the best home air hockey tables on the market. ProsSame size
as arcade tables Keeps score for you Looks amazing Comes with full accessory kitConsNot very durable Some reports of dead air spots See more ReviewsSe more ReviewsIdeal gaming fun is the slogan of the ESPN Air Hockey Game Table and it hard to see why. This table has everything you could ever want from an
air hockey table, or even a game table in general. By combining the best bits of many of the tables out there, ESPN has developed a product that would fit perfectly in any game room and provide hours of fun for family, friends and even strangers off the street when you've beaten everyone you know already. The product
comes complete with genuine airflow for fast moving pucks and extra competitiveness along with LED scoring system, built-in storage and cup holder and four (yes FIRE) paddles and pucks provided so you can find your partner and begin a dynasty of dominance that others will be itching to topple at the earliest
opportunity. The table is extra sturdy for when things get a little too heated, and comes with oversized leg leveling to provide extra support as the night wears on. Known primarily for endless sports coverage and quality 30 for 30 documentaries, ESPN might have just found itself a new business venture worth focusing on.
ProsSturdy and durableEtetige scoreboardFast sliding surfaceCont the expensive sideThe expensive sideThere doesn't fit into every room (recommended 12 x 8 feet) Sharp edges can cause damage See more reviewsSe more reviewsFor a classic air hockey game experience, Brunswick Wind Chill 7ft Air Hockey Table
inspires the nostalgia of many visited bars to really take you back to your first memories using or even watching an air hockey table. With its sophisticated white finish and timeless design, it's the perfect solution when you're tired of all the glitz and glamour of more modern looking machines and just want something that
looks sophisticated and does what you need it to do. Crafted using a laminate over the MDF that complements a sleek and stylish look held strong by a pedestal base, the table has been manufactured to stand the test of time, without having to worry about electronics failure. A double abacus scoring system harks back
to simpler times, and comes with a constant flow UL blower. For immediate playing time, players are provided 2 cues and 4 pucks to keep you going through the night. Fancy gadgets are one thing, but this table possesses an elegance that it's hard to replicate. This is a perfect gift for a man who has everything else.
ProsEasily put togetherExcellent airflowStren, durable, not prone to scratchConsNot as hi-tech as other productsVery largeAble spare parts available See more ReviewsSe more reviewsThe end product on our list comes in the form of Atomic's little-less-than-the-Top-Shelf table measurement at 7'. Very similar to the
previous product with the added benefit of being able to fit in multiple rooms, the blazer features an electronic scoreboard, heavy 120V engine and overhanging rail that works to reduce puck bounce along with adjustable for the fairest, flattest player surface. This solidly built provides advanced performance and will make
even the least enthusiastic of air hockey players get really into it. The fast surface guarantees exciting matches of wit and reflexes, and as an added bonus, this table can also accommodate a table tennis conversion top when (if?) air hockey gets too much. So you can crown yourself a multi-sport champion, all in
contempt of your friends, family and neighbors. And this can also be a perfect housewarming gift for those you love. ProsMultiple pucks and forwards for cooperative gameplayEsentially two game tables for the price of oneSimple installationConsNeed sufficient space for maximum powerScoreboard can be a nuisance to
install batteriesForeed pucker for lights to the table See multiple Reviews Triumph Blue-Line 7' Air-Powered Hockey Table is a seven-foot table designed for home use. If you are lucky enough to have a game room, you have to get a table like this. It comes complete with two hockey pushers and two pucks so you can
start playing as soon as you've got it together. One of the features that users rave about is the 110V engine, which has plenty of power to keep lightweight pucks moving. Other similar models to this one have problems with airflow that this table just doesn't have. If you're looking for a consistent gaming platform, this is
one of the best on the market. On the negative side, it doesn't come with an overhead scoring system. Instead, the electronic score appears in front of each player. You can also buy a table tennis conversion top that turns this into a 2-in-1 gaming machine. ProsImpressive blowing engine Easy collection Classic
appearance designConsPucks fly off the table easily Some reports of tables arriving broken See more ReviewsA of the common problems with air hockey tables is the way they look. If you have spent thousands decorating your game room, you do not want to spoil the aesthetic with a cheap looking air hockey table. This
is where the Hall of Games Edgewood 84 Air Powered Hockey Table enters a higher part of the game With its industrial metal rods and wood-like PVC base, it doesn't look out of place next to a high-quality billiard table. It is without a doubt the best looking air hockey table on this list. It's also great to play on. It has a
seven-foot play surface with fans powered by a 120V engine. This gives ample power to move the puck around quickly. It has also inlaid digital LED score displays and arcade sound effects to bring the game to life. ProsHas a fantastic aesthetic Large play surface Digital screen is inlaid in the surfaceConsdifficult to put
together Pucks sometimes stuck
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